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Abstract 
Sandia's Particle Beam Fusion Program is investigating 

pulsed electron and light ion beam accelerators, with the goal 
of demonstrating the practical application of such drivers as 
igniters in inertial confinement fusion (1XF) reactors. Recent 
developments in the program are described. Traditionally, two 
requirements of ICF reactor operation have been the most 
difficult to satisfy in conceptual designs. Adequate "stand
off" of critical components from damaging pellet emissions must 
be assured, and the shot repetition rate must be consistent 
with the desired reactor power level at reasonable pellet gains. 
Progress in power compression, beam focusing and transport, 
first-wall protection schemes, and net-energy-gain target design 
shows how these requirements can be met. 

Presented at: Idaho Section of American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers—Fusion Energy Symposium, Idaho Falls, 
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Sandia's Particle Beam Fusion Program 
h. A. Sweeney 

I. IRTRODDCTIOH 

The primary goals of the Sandia Particle Beam Fusion 
Program are (1) to determine the feasibility of using pulsed 
electron or light ion beam accelerators to achieve ignition of 
inertially-confined thermonuclear fuel, and (2) to demonstrate 
the practical application of such drivers for commercial energy 
production. Pulsed power technology has the potential of 
providing an efficient (20-40%) and relatively inexpensive 
(S21/joule in 1978 dollars1) route to an experimental 
power reactor. However, as with other approaches to fusion, 
several critical physics and technology issues need to be 
addressed. Among the issues important to particle beam fusion 
are: (1) bean focusing and transport, (2) beam-target inter
actions, (3) power compression and efficient delivery of energy 
to vacuum diodes, (4) first-wall protection from damaging 
pellet emissions, and (5) the design of targets compatible with 
the energy-intensive capabilities of particle beams. Once 
these issues are resolved, the relative merits of particle 
beams versus laser beams and of electrons versus light ions can 
be more accurately assessed. 

II. PULSED POWER ACCELERATORS 

A high-energy pulsed power accelerator consists of a high 
voltage source (a Marx generator) that stores energy in capacitors 
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and then discharges this energy through switches into a pulse-
forming line which leads to a diode. The cutaway view 
(Fig. 1) shows the design of Sandia'f: 1-MJ, 30-TW electron beam 
fusion accelerator EBFA-I, currently under construction. The 
reaction chamber at the center is two meters in diameter. 
Thirty-six magnetically-insulated vacuum transmission lines, 
each seven meters in length, are fed by electromagnetic pulses 
from 36 pairs of pulse-forming lines. When the accelerator is 
completed and operating, the capacitors and pulse-forming lines 
will be immersed in a liquid dielectric (water), and the Marx 
generators will be oil insulated. A later upgrade EBFA-II, will 
provide about 2 MJ of energy in the lines and at least 60 TW of 
power. A somewhat similar experimental machine, Angara V, with a 
power output of 100 Tw, is planned in the U.S.S.H. Beams of light 
ions can also be generated with these electron beam accelerators 
by reversing the polarity of the diodes and suppressing the 
electron current. 

Self-magnetic field effects have thus far limited the useful 
impedance range of electron diodes to >1 ohm, and ion diodes have 
not yet been tested in the subohm regime. These factors make a 
multi-module geometry 2 ' 3 preferable for a high-power accelerator. 
For electrons, the multi-module approach is unnecessary from the 
standpoint of target deposition symmetry. Electrons form a hot 
electron "cloud" around a target, and experiments using a single 
beam impinging on a target have shown deposition uniformity to 
within 10%. 4 Similar current considerations and the desirability 
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of obtaining good deposition symmetry with the more rigid ion 
beams necessitate a multi-module approach for light ions as well. 

III. POWER COMPRESSION 
Spatial concentration of a power pulse in a particle beam 

accelerator at high energy and power levels (—1 HJ, 100 TWJ has 
been a problem of considerable interest because of electrical 
breakdown of materials. The weakest link in the power compression 
chain is the solid insulator between the water-insulated pulse-
forming line and the diode {Fig. 2). Because insulators of 
large area, 400 m z at 100 TW, would be required at this insulator-
vacuum interface to limit the stress, it is necessary to transmit 
power from the generator to the target region via low-impedance, 
magnetically-insulated vacuum transmission lines. Electrons 
emitted from the central electrode are returned to this electrode 
by the transverse magnetic field of the propagating electromagnetic 
pulse without losing energy, rather than crossing to the outer 
grounded electrode. 

Numerical time-dependent, two-dimensional simulations of 
electron flow predict efficient power transport with energy 
loss due only to erosion at the pulse front where the magnetic 
field is low.6 Experiments on the KITE test facility of a 
single module of the 36-module EBFA-I confirm these pre actions.' 
Power transmission efficiency along a seven-meter lire ... 10GJ 
at the 1-TW level, and energy transmission efficiency is 901. 
Additional spatial power concentration near the target can be 
achieved by using a vacuum triplate feed rather than a coaxial 
feed and by tapering the line near the diode. 
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IV. ELECTRON BEAM SELF-FOCUSING AND ION DIODES 

An important advance in electron beam technology has been 
the development of a method of focusing electrons onto a target. 
The self-repulsion of electrons can be overcome by utilizing 
the self-pinching effect of the magnetic field produced by a 
high-current beam if the electric repulsion force is neutralized.' 

Electrons emitted from "whiskers" on the cathode are 
accelerated to the anode in an unfocused beam (Fig. 3). Heating 
of the whiskers by the beam forms a plasma on the cathode 
surface, amplifying the electron flow across the anode-cathode 
gap. The electron flow heats tne anode surface, forming a 
second plasma layer. 

The reverse flow of positive ions to the cathode plasma 
neutralizes the self-repulsive force of the electrons. The 
nearby metal surfaces in a high-current diode reduce the electric 
force, and the self-field of the beam causes an electron drift 
radially towards the anode to a focus on the axis. 

Figure 4 shows a picture taken of the HYDRA machine (24 kJ, 
0.4 TW). A 1/4" hole has been blasted through a 1/4" copper 
anode witness plate by an electron beam focused as described. 

A particle beam approach receiving more emphasis of late in 
the U. S. is the use of light ion beams generated with the same 
pulsed power technology employed for electrons. (In a separate 
effort, the feasibility of adapting conventional heavy ion 
accelerator technology to fusion is being assessed. ) Ions of 
the same kinetic energy as electrons have a shorter deposition 
range, and the deposition for very light ions peaks at the end 



rather than the beginning of the range. Efficient target cou
pling to lower mass shells and the possibility of bunching10 non-
relativistic ions longitudinally during a time-varying voltage 
pulse to obtain power multiplication should satisfy the demands of 
net-energy-gain targets for power concentration and beam generation. 
Progress in light ion focusing has been rapid, and >100 ka/cm 
at l.S MeV has been recently reported.11 

An approach to ion beam generation and the suppression of 
electrons is shown in Figure 5. Suppression of electron flow 
to the anode is necessary because these lighter particles would 
otherwise carry most of the current. If a strong magnetic 
field is applied parallel to the anode and cathode surfaces 
using pulsed coils, electrons will be kept in trapped orbits 
and electron flow to the anode will be suppressed. 1 2' 1 3 The 
ions, only slightly perturbed by the field, will pass through a 
cathode grid or thin foil. Detailed calculations and experiments11 

indicate ion beam generation efficiency is well over 50%. An al
ternate scheme, under investigation at NRL, relies on the self-
generated magnetic field of the diode to limit electron flow. 1 4 

If the anode is properly shaped, ions should coast 
ballistically to a focus at the target position. An external 
source of electrons must be supplied in order to obtain space and 
charge neutralization outside the diode, or the ion beam will 
diverge. Numerous effects can introduce target aiming errors: 
ion scattering by the cathode plasma, transverse electric or 
magnetic fields, imperfections on the electrode surfaces. Solu
tions have been suggested to solve these problems. 
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V, BEAM TRANSPORT 

The discussion thus far involves essentially an "in-diode" 
approach to beam-target coupling. For instance, in an electron 
beam diode a target could be mounted on the anode. Such a 
concept is adequate for current target implosion experiments, 
but not for commercial power plant applications. Adequate 
"standoff" must be provided to protect critical components such 
as diodes and transmission lines from 100 MJ pellet yields at 
repetition rates of 1-10 Hertz. 

Conceptual reactor chambers have radii of 3-4 meters, 1 5 so 
a method for transport of focused electron or ion beams to a 
target over these distances must be provided. One method^ is to 
create a narrow discharge in the gas-filled region between the 
diode and the target using an external capacitor bank (Fig. 6). 
For reactor applications, the discharge could be initiated by a 
laser; 6 present experiments utilize a fine tungsten wire. The 
rapid increase in current along the resulting ionized path 
drives a cylindrical shock wave outwards, producing a magnetized 
plasma channel of low density and high temperature. Figure 7 
shows a holographic interferogram of the formation of such a 
channel using a wire-initiated discharge. The data indicate17 

a channel density of 1/5 initial atmospheric air density and a 
temperature, from XRD measurements, of about 3 ev. 
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After channel formation., an electromagnetic pulse moves 
down a self-magnetically-insulated vacuum transmission line to 
the diode, where an electron beam is created, focused, and 
injected into the preformed channel. The injected beam is 
radially confined if the discharge current is of the order of 
the Alfven current I A and if the channel mass is large enough 
to preclude significant channel expansion due to the beam.^ 
Shown schematically in Pig. 8 is the idealized behavior of a 
single electron injected invo a current-carrying channel if the 
channel current * C<<I A; at higher current, the exact orbit is 
more complex. Application of the concept to light ions has 
been discussed by Goldstein, et al. i S 

Using discharges driven by currents reaching 60-30 kA in 
several microseconds, 100-300 kA electron beams have been 
propagated 50-100 cm in a 1 cm-diameter channel and initial 
atmospheric air. ' In addition, two to six beams of electrons 
have been transported about 0.5 meter with 90% efficiency and 
combined, 1 7' 1 9 using the HYDRA and PROTO II accelerators. X-ray 
pinhole photographs (Fig. 9) show that the beams do not sig
nificantly interact with each other. 

VI. TARGET DESIGN 

Optimum design of fusion targets is a crucial part of an 

ICF program, and variations in design can change beam power 
requirements by orders of magnitude. Different designs are 
appropriate, depending on the application: (1) current or near-
term implosion studies, {2) far-term significant burn experiments. 
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or (3) net-energy-gain reactor applications. Targets should 
have stable shells, should efficiently absorb driver energy 
(—10 MJ/g is needed for net gain), and should be simple and 
cheap to fabricate. Gains of about 10 are adequate for hybrid 
reactors with particle beam drivers; and gains of £25 are re
quired for pure fusion reactors.*5 The lower gains than for 
lasers ('--1000) reflect the higher particle beam efficiency. 

Targets for particle beams are larger and more massive than 
laser targets because of the longer pulses and more limited 
focusing capability. Higher confinement levels nt are obtained 
more easily because of the higher energies available, but 
obtaining high temperatures is more difficult (Fig. 10). 

The simplest form of a net-energy-gain particle beam target 
consists of a high-density spherical shell filled with gaseous 
DT fuel 2 0 (Fig. 11). Energy deposition in the outer part of 
the shell (the "ablator") produces a rocket-like ablation which 
compresses the inner part of the shell (the "pusher"), causing 
compression of the fuel to high densities and temperatures. 

A target approach tested at Sandia in 1976 adapts an idea 
from magnetic confinement—the use of a magnetic field to 
insulate the fuel thermally from the surrounding shell. The 
target (Fig. 12) is well suited to the energy-rich, relatively 
low power density nature of particle beam drivers. Operation of 
the target is as follows, A small power source passes a 
discharge through an electrode in each pole of the target. 
Current flows in the metal coating surrounding the insulating 
shell and through the fuel to the lower electrode. The current 
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preheats the fuel to about 10 ev and establishes a magnetic field 
within the fuel. Compression heats the fuel to temperatures suffi
cient to produce thermonuclear energy. The field inhibits cooling of 
the fuel by conduction to the pellet walls, providing a longer time 
for the fuel to burn. Two years ago, preliminary experiments using 
such a target produced 10° thermonuclear DD neutrons using the 
0.25 TW beam of the REHYD acelerator.22 

Evaluation of the target is continuing because of its 
promise in reducing the beam power necessary for ignition. 
1-D calculations indicate power levels a factor of 6-7 lower 
than with more conventional designs.2* Pulse lengths are longer 
by at least a factor of 5, and beam focusing requirements are 
less stringent. Scaling to gains greater than about three 
requires the'addition of a cryogenic DT layer2^ (Fig. 13). 
Beam requirements for several of these higher gain targets are 
summarized in Table l. 2 4 

The next two figures (Figs. 14 and 15) show the evolution 
of particle beam technology by year in terms of the intensity 
on target for in-diode experiments and transported beams. The 
band spanning lO^-inlS w/cm2 represents the intensity necessary 
to drive targets above breakeven for designs exhibiting optimism 
(magnetic targets) or high confidence (conventional ablative 
targets). A power concentration 50 to 5000 times more than is 
available from currently operating machines is needed to reach the 
net-energy-gain objective. Scenarios based upon proven concepts 
allow us to chart a plan for obtaining the needed power density on 
target. These concepts involve improvement in beam focusing. 
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modest power bunching by factors of 5 or 10, and the overlap of 
beams at a target with a gain of a factor of 10 or more in power 
density. 

VII. REACTOR CONCEPTS 

The progress at Sandia Laboratories described in previous 
sections of this paper makes it possible to begin development 
of conceptual reactor designs incorporating the following 
improvements! 1) an increase in the spatial power concentration 
of the beams without electrical breakdown; 2) transport of 
electron beams a distance of 1 meter in plasma channels; and 
3) a reduction in the intensity level necessary for net energy 
gain in a pellet. As a result, advances ^an be expected in 
meeting the two requirements of ICF reactor operation which 
are the most difficult to satisfy: obtaining adequate "stand
off" between elements of the beam injector and the pellet 
microexplosion, and obtaining a shot repetition rate {1-10 
Hertz) consistent with the required power concentrations for 
reasonable gains. In addition, the upgrade of EBFA will include 
a systems integration facility, the objective of which is to 
demonstrate the repetitively-pulsed capability of high-voltage 
particle beam accelerators. 

Figure 16 shows a possible arrangement for electron beam 
injection into a reactor vessel. The beamline geometry15 in 
each module utilizes a hollow transmission line and hollow 
cathode to obtain direct-path laser initiation of the plasma 
channel, thus minimizing the number of ports in the vessel 
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wall. Since a highly-focused electron beam can destroy a 
metal foil anode, repetitively-pulsed operation requires an 
injected plasma anode that is created automatically between 
shots by insulator flashover. Rotating vanes guard against 
excessive gas flow into the diode region and protect beamline 
components from shock overpressure after each microexplosion. 
A similar geometric arrangement exists for the injection of 
ions into the reactor vessel. 

The use of a 50 torr - 1 atmosphere gas as a medium for 
beam propagation produces a reactor chamber environment quite 
different from that expected in a laser-driven ICP reactor or 
in a magnetic confinement reactor (Fig. 17). Pellet implosion 
by-products other than neutrons, representing - about 30% of the 
pellet yield, are absorbed by the buffer gas rather than travel
ing directly to the reactor first wall. The absorbed energy 
is converted into a "fireball" near the pellet, which expands 
and produces a shock overpressure at the first wall. The 
chamber size is determined by the repetitive hoop stress in 
the first wall due to this shock overpressure, rather than by 
the erosion induced by x-ray and ion debris in the absence c£ 
a buffer gas. 1 5 Rapid decay of the overpressure with radius 
(Pig. 18) permits a chamber radius of a few meters for pellet 
yields of 50-100 MJ. Because of the large radiative opacity 
of the gas, thermal loading cf the first wall is nearly constant 
during and between shots; in the absence of a dense gas, pellet 
energy would appear at the first wall as fast transients, 
accompanied by large thermal stresses. 
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The geometry of a hypothetical 100 MW particle beam 
reactor is sketched in Figure 19. The chamber radius is 2.6 
meters, and 10-Hertz operation is assumed. Shown are the energy 
storage, pulse-forming line, and transmission line regions of the 
driver, the gas-filled reactor vessel and lithium blanket, the 
beamline and return-current plasma channels, and the inlet and 
outlet ports for the gas, which may require recirculation 
between shots. The compact reactor unit described might serve 
as a stand-alone unit or as a module of a larger power system 
utilizing several units. The unit could also function as a 
small prototype power reactor to demonstrate, at low cost, the 
technological feasibility of the particle beam approach. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

A highly efficient particle beam driver, coupled with 
the capability of employing chamber prefills in the 50 torr -
1 atmosphere range, implies that more affordable energy can be 
deposited in more conservatively designed pellets. A smaller, 
longer-life power plant may therefore be t>ossible at lower 
cost (Table 2). 

Research in a field as young as particle beam fusion 
encounters problems, some of which are unforeseen. It also 
generates new techniques and concepts, some of which are 
unexpected. The direction of the program has already been 
influenced by developments in plasma-enhanced beam focusing, 
power compression using self-magnetically-insulated vacuum 
transmission lines, beam transport along plasma channels. 
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ion-beam diodes, and new target concepts. The program is ne</ 
enough that neither the route to the goal nor its ultimate 
success can be predicted with certainty. Particle beam tech
nology is the most recent addition to the search for a driver 
in the inertial fusion approach. The first specific funding was 
made available in 1973. Our experience so far is that each 
difficulty encountered can be either surmounted or circumvented. 
Fusion represents a potential, long-range solution to the energy 
problem, and particle beams generated with pulsed power tech
nology currently offer the lowest cost and most efficient ap
proach to obtaining that solution for ICF. 
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TABLE 1 

BEAM REQUIREMENTS FOR SEVERAL SELECTED TARGETS 

ELECTRONS IONS 

Particle Energy (MV) 

Power (TW) 

Pulse Length (nsec) 

Energy (MJ) 

Intensi ty (TW/cm2) 

Gain 

O p t i m i s t i c P e s s i m i s t i c O p t i m i s t i c P e s s i m i s t i c 

1 1 10 10 

100 365 25 60 

60 40 46 36 

6 1 4 . 5 1 .15 2 . 1 5 

36 133 38 90 

10 9 26 24 



PEAK POWER, IW 

ENERGY, KJ 

PULSE UIDTH, HS 

MACHINE COST (FY7B - $M) 

COST/JOULE, $ 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

OPERATIONAL DATE 

TABLE 2 

IUEHT1AL COMF111EI1EUT FUSION DRIVERS 

S A N D I A LLL IA5L 

EliFA-1 EBFA-11 SHIVA , IJOVA . ANTARES 

130 60 25 250 100 200 

1000 2000 15 250 100 50 

'•10 10 0-1 1 1 0-25 

7-5 13-5 
TOTAL 

19.2 100 28-5 

0 7 1280 400 285 570 

25% 23% 0.06X 0-21 1.87. 

1980 198i| 1978 1983 1983 
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Figure 1. Cutaway view of Sandia's par t ic le beam fusion accelerator, EBFA-I. 
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ELECTRON BEAM SELF FOCUSING 
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Figure 3« Schematic of self-focusing of electrons in a diode. 



Figure h. Front end of the HYDRA r°ehine, showing the damage produced in a -£" anode 
copper witness plate by a highly focused beam of electrons. 



ELECTRON BEAM P R O D U C T I O N AND T R A N S M I S S I O N 
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Figure 6. Propagation of a beam of electrons from the diode to the target using a laser-
initiated plasma discharge channel. 
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Figure 5. Conceptual diagram showing the design of an ion dr-able diode. 
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Figure 7. Holographic interferogram of plasma channel 
formation on H2SRA using a wire-initiated dischaige. 
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Figure 8. Idealized bebavior of a single electron injected into a current-
carrying channel. 



Figure 9. X-ray pinhole photograph showing 
non-interaction of two transported electron beams 
on HYDRA. 



Figure 10. fcitna i , e l n g -pursued by the laser and part icle beam ICF programs in nT-temperature space. nT is the 
„„..i„„4. „r t l i i STimtum ri»Bot»v „ n r t t l io cnnf t r w w n * +.1iw. 
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Figure 11. Conceptual design of a simple ablatively-driven electron beam 
fusion ta rge t . 
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Figure 12. Schematic of a magnetic thermo-iriBUlation target which adapts an idea from MCF, 
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Figure 13. Pie diagrams of magnetic thermo-insulation targets designed to produce high gains at low 
intensity (lW/om2) levels. 



PARTtTCB-BEAM MACHINES FOR ICF 
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Figure 1U. Evolution of par t ic le beam accelerator technology by year in terms of the 
intensity on target . 
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Figure 15. Evolution of "in-diode" and transported electron beam experiments in terms 
of the intensity on target. 



BEAMLINE GEOMETRY 
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Figure l6a. Geometric arrangement of bessllne components. 
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Figure l6l>. Electron beam injection geometry. 



1. BUFFER GAS REDUCES ENERGY DEPOSITION IN THE FIRST WALL 

2. BLAST LOADING TIME IS MUCH LONGER THAN ENERGY DEPOSITION TIME IN WALL 
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Figure 17. Advantages of providing gas protection in a fusion reactor chamber. 



SHOCK WAVE OVERPRESSURE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL 

VERSUS CHAMBER RADIUS 
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Figure 18. Shook overpressure and arrival time versus chamber radius. 
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Figure 19. Geometry of a hypothetical 100 MWe par t ic le beam reactor. 


